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Abstract 

This thesis is focused on studies of glacial and slope morphology in the high Arctic of 
western Greenland shelf and the Molloy Hole seafloor spreading area, based on high-
resolution acoustic methods and other geophysical data. The main purpose is to 
improve our understanding of glacial dynamics and associated processes in the 
marginal region of a large marine-terminating ice sheet. Newly acquired data, together 
with existing datasets have been compiled to create bathymetric models, which were 
used to study the seafloor landscape and its preserved record of glacial and 
sedimentary processes. The new bathymetric models were used with novel processing 
tools combined with seismic profiles, sub-bottom profiles and overlays of geological- 
and gravimetric maps to describe the observed landforms and interpret causal 
relationships. The main conclusions are: 

1) The underlying geology is an important control on the cross-shelf trough (CST) 
dimensions in western Greenland. This is likely due to the influence of underlying 
geology to the frictional resistance of the ice flow over the basement rock. Our 
observations show that ice streaming in areas with basaltic bed-types cause 
minimal over-deepening of the main trunk of the trough, which also has weaker 
lateral boundaries allowing the ice stream to shift flow direction more easily. CSTs 
on the Cenozoic-Mesozoic sedimentary basins indicate a stronger eroding and more 
focused paleo-ice streams. 

2) Bedrock lithology has an important part in controlling the location of the head-to-
trough transition in CSTs of western Greenland. The areas where the head’s 
network of channels converges to form the main trunk of the trough are mostly 
located on the boundary from crystalline to sedimentary bedrock. These areas are 
also marked by distinct over-deepenings.  

3) Preglacial conditions such as faults/fractures and lithological properties of the 
basement rocks in western Greenland served as an important control on the 
erosional potential of the glacial processes, particularly on a local scale. Faults and 
fractures have led to the topographic steering of the ice flow that causes further 
excavation and erosion of the bed, while uneven erosion patterns, based on 
differences in glacial morphological features, is observed between areas of adjacent 
bedrocks with different lithology.  

4) The occurrence of trough mouth fans is suggested to be controlled mainly by the 
shelf width, which governs the glacial flow length along available sediment sources. 
It is also controlled by the continental slope steepness, which may be too steep for 
sediment fans to accumulate, or may cause slope failure which eventually 
transports the sediments to the deep basin. 

5) The maximum ice extent in west Greenland extended towards the shelf edge. 
Geomorphological evidence of ice margin standstills and slow retreat (grounding 
zone wedges and transverse moraines) in some areas reveal a multi-stage 
deglaciation process.  

6) The view of a highly dynamic paleo-Greenland ice sheet is supported by the 
presence of a large number of CSTs which hosted ice streams, and evidence of ice 
stream flow-switching throughout one or several glaciations.  
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7) The influence of glacial sedimentary processes extends into the deepest areas of 
the Arctic Ocean. A submarine landslide, here termed the Molloy Slide, has been 
described in the Molloy Hole in the Davis Strait between Greenland and Svalbard. 
This slide was likely caused by massive glacial sediment deposition along the west 
Svalbard margin. 
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Sammanfattning 

Denna avhandling fokuserar på sluttnings- och glacialmorfologi vid västra Grönlands 
kontinentalsockel (shelf) samt i Molloy Hole i den Nordatlantiska spridningszonen. De 
glaciala landformerna har undersökts med högupplösta akustiska metoder samt 
befintliga geofysiska data. Huvudsyftet har varit att öka kunskapen om glacial dynamik 
och tillhörande processer i ytterkanten av en inlandsis som gränsar till havet. Nya och 
tidigare insamlade djupdata har slagits samman till en ny digital batymetrimodell, som 
har använts för att studera havsbottens landskap samt glaciala och sedimentära 
processer. Med nya bearbetningsverktyg användes batymetrimodellen i kombination 
med seismiska profiler, penetrerande ekolodsprofiler, samt geologiska och 
gravimetriska kartor, för att beskriva landformerna samt tolka orsakssamband. De 
huvudsakliga slutsatserna är: 

1) Den underliggande geologin utövar stark påverkan på formförhållandena hos 
tvärgående shelf-tråg (cross-shelf troughs, CSTs) i västra Grönlands shelf. Detta är 
troligen kopplat till det friktionsmotstånd berggrunden utövar på isströmmen som 
skapat tråget. Observationerna visar att isströmmar i områden med basaltisk 
berggrund orsakat minimal överfördjupning i trågens centrala delar. Dessa tråg har 
också lägre sidor så att isströmmen lättare kan byta flödesriktning. Tvärgående 
shelf-tråg i områden med sedimentär berggrund indikerar att isströmmarna som 
skapat dem eroderat djupare och varit mer fokuserade. 

2) Bergrundslitologin i de tvärgående shelf-trågen i västra Grönland har en viktig roll i 
var övergången från startzon till egentligt tråg är belägen. Områdena där 
startzonens nätverk av kanaler strålar samman för att bilda huvudtråget ligger i 
gränsen mellan kristallin berggrund och sedimentära bergarter. I dessa områden 
återfinns distinkta överfördjupningar. 

3) De preglaciala förhållandena på västra Grönlands shelf, såsom förkastningar och 
berggrundens litologiska egenskaper, har utövat stark kontroll över de glaciala 
processernas erosionskapacitet, särskilt lokalt. Förkastningar och spricklineationer 
har lett till topografisk styrning av isflödet, som i sin tur orsakat ytterligare erosion 
och utvidgade kanaler. Ytterligare stöd för denna tolkning är att landformerna 
samvarierar med litologiska skillnader. 

4) Förekomsten av sedimentkoner vid trågmynningarna (trough mouth fans, TMFs) 
föreslås till största delen vara kontrollerade av shelfens bredd, vilket påverkar 
längden av tillgängliga sediment för isströmmen. En annan viktig faktor utgörs av 
kontinentalsluttningens lutning; om den är för brant försvåras eller förhindras 
långvarig ackumulation av sediment, och sannolikheten ökar för att skred 
transporterar sedimenten från shelfen till djupare delar av havsbotten. 

5) Inlandsisens maximala utbredning på västra Grönland utgick till kontinentalsockelns 
yttersta gräns. Landformer som grundstötningskilar (grounding zone wedges, GZWs) 
och tvärgående moräner i vissa områden visar på en långsam isavsmältning i flera 
steg.  
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6) Att Grönlands istäcke tidigare varit mycket dynamiskt stöds av förekomsten av ett 
stort antal tvärgående shelf-tråg som orsakats av isströmmar, samt tecken på att is-
strömmarna ändrat riktning genom en eller flera nedisningar.  

7) Inflytandet av glaciala sedimentära processer sträcker sig till de djupaste delarna av 
Arktiska oceanen. Ett submarint skred, här benämnt Molloyskredet, har 
identifierats i Molloy Hole i Davissundet mellan Grönland och Svalbard. Detta skred 
orsakades troligen av omfattande glacial sedimentavsättning längs Svalbards shelf. 
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Part I - Introduction 

Louis Agassiz in 1840 introduced the concept of glaciation by proposing that the 
misplaced sediments, rocks, and boulders in the landscape are products of ice movement 
from large ice sheets that once occupied the area (Agassiz, 1840). Since then, studies of the 
glaciated part of the Earth, specifically studies of glacially modified landscapes, have 
revealed not only the wide extent of glaciations but also the dynamic history of advancing 
and retreating ice sheets throughout the glacial-interglacial cycles. Nowhere is this 
dynamic nature more evident than in the high Arctic environment where glacial cycles 
produced some of the earth’s most unique landscapes.  

The high Arctic referred to in this thesis are the areas found around the periphery of 
permanent sea ice conditions in the high northern latitudes. Ice cover in the high Arctic 
fluctuates depending on the season, but longer-term climate changes modify the degree of 
these fluctuations. Current research shows that large scale changes in the extent of high 
Arctic ice cover, which includes the sea ice and ice sheets, are now viewed to occur 
frequently over short and abrupt time scales driven mainly by climatic changes (Jakobsson 
et. al., 2014b). Past climate-induced changes were suggested to have produced an extensive 
floating ice shelf during glacial times (Mercer, 1970; Hughes et al., 1977; Jakobsson et al., 
2010) and substantial evidence were recently presented that such an ice shelf existed 
during the Marine Isotope 6, ~140,000 years ago (Jakobsson et al., 2016). At the other 
extreme, an ice-free Arctic has been suggested at some time during the interglacials (Donn 
and Ewing, 1966; Polyak et al., 2010).  

Satellite and airborne remote sensing studies show that the Arctic ice and the 
Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) have experienced massive loss in the last two decades (Comiso 
et al., 2008; Rignot et al., 2008; Joughin et al., 2010). The diminishing ice cover will 
impact not just the surrounding Arctic environment but also earth-wide processes (Serreze 
et al., 2007).  Understanding the nature of glacial processes that influenced past changes is 
key to elucidate likely responses of present-day glaciers and ice sheets to future changes in 
the climate (Bingham et al., 2010). One of the most important tools to understand the 
dynamic nature of these changes is studies of the unique land and seascapes of the high 
Arctic environment. These landforms were shaped by the expansion and melting of ice 
sheets during past glacial and interglacial cycles, and may provide the best evidence of 
their dynamic behavior. 

Geomorphological study of the glacial landscapes, formally referred to as glacial 
geomorphology, aims to understand these paleo-glacial processes by examining the 
preserved glacial landform evidence (Kleman and Borgström, 1996; Kleman et al., 2007). 
Glacial geomorphology has greatly benefitted from technological advances in the field of 
remote sensing technology and geophysical techniques in the last two decades, as a result 
of significant technological advancements in optic and acoustic sensing techniques. This 
thesis and the accompanying papers have taken advantage of these advancements to study 
glacial landscapes in the operationally-challenging environment of the high Arctic. 
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Figure 1. The location of the study areas of the publications included in this thesis (red stars and purple 
hatched line). Background Arctic map from ESRI. 
 

Integrated marine geophysical and geological surveys in the high Arctic have 
examined how the changes in Arctic ice cover shaped the continental shelves. This is in 
principal done by mapping and characterizing the seafloor landscapes and sub-bottom 
features, and by performing stratigraphic analysis of sediment cores. The research 
problems addressed by these studies vary in their scope and objectives. For example, 
Ottesen et al., (2005) compiled results from multiple marine surveys to investigate 
continental shelf-wide glacial processes throughout entire Norwegian shelf, while 
Batchelor and Dowdeswell, (2013, 2015) and Margold et al., (2015b) utilized regional 
bathymetric and topographic maps to investigate prominent glacial features such as cross-
shelf troughs, and grounding zone wedges of the entire high Arctic. Others focus only on a 
particular area or on certain glacial features or processes such as trough mouth fans 
(Vorren and Laberg, 1997; Li et al., 2011; Ó Cofaigh et al., 2013) and deep-water 
ploughmarks (Kuijpers et al., 2007; Jakobsson et al., 2008; Sacchetti et al., 2012b). These 
types of studies provide the fundamental data that is used for paleo-ice sheet reconstruction 
and modelling studies (Kleman and Borgström, 1996; Kleman et al., 2007; Fastook and 
Hughes, 2013). Jakobsson et al., (2014a) presents a summary from various Arctic Ocean 
mapping campaigns to show the interpreted extent of ice sheets and ice streams bordering 
the Arctic Ocean as well as evidence for ice shelves extending into the central deep basin.  

 Geophysical and geological mapping campaigns in the Arctic have also addressed 
other aspects of the high Arctic environment related to resource utilization and seafloor 
sediment instability. Although for a different purpose, these studies utilize and employ 
similar tools and approaches, i.e., geomorphological and geological characterization of 
glacial landscapes. Studies such as those by Mienert et al., (2000) and Sultan et al., (2004) 
investigated potential geohazards from glaciogenic deposits by examining and mapping 
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remnants of mass wasting events, while others such as Whittaker et al., (1997) and 
Gregersen et al., (2013) studied both surface and subsurface seafloor properties for 
exploration and extraction of offshore minerals. In addition, some studies such as Dolan et 
al., (2008) and Elvenes et al., (2014) mapped wide areas of the high Arctic seafloor for 
marine resource inventory and management. The data collected by these ‘commercially’ 
driven mapping campaigns such as determining various seafloor tectonic and sediment 
basin deposition processes has contributed to our knowledge of paleo-ice behavior, since 
these are important factors which constrain ice-flow.  

This thesis builds on four papers in which the glacial landscapes on continental 
shelves and deep areas of the high Arctic are studied using marine geophysical and remote 
sensing data. These datasets come from my own fieldwork in the Arctic, from previous 
expeditions involving scientists at Department of Geological Sciences at Stockholm 
University, from on-line data repositories, and other published data. My work includes the 
collection, collation, processing and analyses of marine geophysical data from various 
survey platforms at different spatial resolutions, as well as utilization of existing data sets 
to map a diverse set of high Arctic submarine landforms.  

Aims and objectives of the thesis 

This thesis aims to map and identify the diagnostic morphological patterns of 
glaciogenic landscape distribution that can lead to a more comprehensive understanding of 
their formation and the paleo-ice processes that shaped them. The thesis utilizes a wide 
suite of marine geological and geophysical tools to study the geomorphology and geology 
of glacial landforms. The specific objectives of this thesis are as follows; 

1. To accurately map and describe glacial landforms on the western Greenland shelf 
in order to interpret the glacial processes responsible for their formation. 

2.  To combine multibeam bathymetry collected in this work with available 
previous bathymetric data into high-resolution digital bathymetric models of the 
western Greenland continental margin and the Molloy Hole area, in order to 
study the glacial landform record and deep submarine slide processes. 

3. To use the glacial landform record to understand the configuration, relative 
chronology, and dynamics of former ice sheets, in the west Greenland region. 

4. To map and geomorphologically characterize submarine seafloor features 
indicative of paleo-mass wasting events, and assess the associated potential 
geohazards. 
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Part II. Geophysical approaches to studying high Arctic glaciogenic landforms 

Geophysical mapping of submarine landforms in the cold and harsh high Arctic 
environment is logistically difficult and requires ice breaker capacity as well as dedicated 
geophysical equipment. In situ site observations and ground truthing data collection to 
study glacial processes in high Arctic landscapes may involve dredging, coring or drilling 
into the seafloor. These methods are operationally difficult, expensive, and their results are 
limited in spatial extent. Therefore remote sensing, or obtaining information of a feature 
without direct contact, is usually applied, which allows various types of data to be 
collected from a wide range of spatial and temporal resolutions. 

Advancement in remote sensing technology, particularly the availability of air and 
space-borne sensors, has allowed large volumes of data from the high Arctic terrestrial 
landscapes to be collected. These datasets provide glacial landform data which have been 
used to yield information on paleo-ice flow geometry (Stokes et al., 2009), ice flow 
behavior (Greenwood and Clark, 2009), as well as locations and geometry of paleo-ice 
streams (De Angelis and Kleman, 2007; Margold et al., 2015a). Studying submarine 
features, however, is more complicated because of the overlying water mass. The water 
prevents direct examination of the seafloor but also protects the submarine landscape and 
its sediments from weathering and climatic changes, and preserves their past formational 
imprints (Jakobsson et al., 2008; Bingham et al., 2010). Remote sensing of the ocean 
seafloor through the overlying water mass is best accomplished using acoustic waves 
because of their ease in propagating through the water medium (Lurton, 2010). This is 
achieved mainly by producing an acoustic pulse with known properties that will travel 
through the water column and be reflected back after interacting with the seafloor, and 
possibly its subsurface sediments. The travel time, strength and echo quality of the 
returned acoustic signal are analyzed and processed to visualize the seafloor and its 
underlying strata. The resulting acoustic images can accurately capture seafloor and sub-
bottom geological and geomorphological characteristics, which are essential sources of 
information for reconstructing paleo-environments.  

Acoustic systems have been used in the field of marine science and technology since 
the early 1960s because of the low attenuation of  acoustic wave energy  in water (Penrose 
et al., 2005). Technological advancement in the field of marine acoustics especially in the 
last two decades has led to a broad range of tools that are operated on a variety of any 
different platforms, e.g., either hull-mounted or towed ship-based systems, autonomous 
underwater vehicles, and remotely operated vehicles. While each tool has its own 
capabilities and limitations, ocean mapping efforts using acoustic systems provide a cost-
effective means to collect high-resolution (i.e. < about 10 m) seafloor data, and also the 
ability to map the deep oceanic waters over a relatively-wide spatial extent. Below are 
some of the most widely utilized acoustic systems employed in mapping submarine glacial 
features. These were also used in the accompanying publications of this thesis.  
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Single beam echo sounder (SBES) 

SBES are among the first acoustic systems widely utilized for seafloor mapping and 
are still commonly used in modern vessels as a navigational aid. SBES transmits and 
measures the time it takes for a beam of sound to travel from the transducer to the seafloor 
and back to the receiver, and a corresponding depth value is calculated for every “ping” of 
sound. Modern SBES systems use beam forming to produce narrower beams for more 
precise soundings but its small coverage capability makes it less useful for mapping studies 
because a very dense grid of survey lines is required to obtain the resolution needed to map 
glacial landforms. However, concerted efforts by commercial companies, such as the 
OLEX data acquisition systems and sharing platform (OLEX, 2014), make collected SBES 
data from numerous vessels over extended time periods available for the production of 
bathymetric maps. These dense, crowdsourced bathymetry data provide sufficient 
information to study submarine glacial morphology in waters sparsely surveyed by 
scientific expeditions (Bradwell et al., 2008; Winsborrow et al., 2010; Dunlop et al., 2011; 
Jakobsson et al., 2012b), but its coverage is limited only to regions commonly trafficked 
by commercial vessels. It should be noted that the OLEX system is the most viably used 
system by fishing vessels. 

Side-scan sonar 

Side-scan sonars are usually towed from or attached to a vessel (e.g., autonomous 
underwater vehicle, AUV) where it emits fan-shaped sound pulses down towards the 
seafloor across a wide angle perpendicular to the path of a sensor. It records the intensity 
of the reflected energy (backscatter) from the seafloor as a series of cross-track slices and 
produces ultra-high-resolution images because of its ability to collect data very close to its 
target. However, deployment of a towed vehicle is particularly troublesome in highly 
rugged underwater terrain and high positional accuracy is difficult to achieve. Side-scan 
data have been used to identify deep iceberg ploughmarks (Kuijpers et al., 2007), and 
obtain information about seafloor slide morphology (Laberg et al., 2013) or sediment 
characteristics (Hogan et al., 2013). The interferometric side-scan sonar used in this study 
belongs to the latest versions of side-scan sonars that have shown greater potential for use 
in geomorphological studies, because they have the capability to measure high-resolution 
bathymetry and backscatter at the same time and can reveal additional information on 
surface sediment properties such as density, water/sediment ratios, texture and porosity 
(Micallef, 2011). Bathymetric mapping by side-scan sonar is done by using interferometric 
methods, which determines depth by measuring the phase difference at each of the several 
receiver elements to calculate the angle of origin. It is used together with measurement of 
the range to determine the depth of the seafloor. It can measure bathymetry over large 
swaths of seafloor but processing the collected data takes a longer time. 

Seismic reflection and sub-bottom profiling 

Seismic reflection is a geophysical exploration method used to obtain information 
about the sub-bottom stratigraphy. The general principle involves transmitting a low 
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frequency acoustic pulse into the seafloor, where it will propagate down into the sub-
surface at different velocity depending on the acoustic properties of the material. Some of 
the energy will be reflected and detected by receivers at the surface. The travel time and 
amplitude of the reflected energy is measured by a hydrophone array in a towed streamer 
and will be converted using seismic inversion methods to determine the material 
properties. The depth of penetration and vertical resolution is dependent on the frequency 
and wavelength of the source acoustic pulse. Modern systems can reveal geological 
structures that are more than 1 km deep and at high spatial resolution. Seismic surveys also 
produce bathymetric information similar to SBES and have been used for 
geomorphological studies in some areas in the Arctic to reveal the evolution of paleo-
seafloor features and the processes that have shaped them (Andreassen et al., 2008, 2013; 
Rebesco et al., 2011). Seismic geophysical surveys in the sea ice covered polar 
environments are not common because of the difficulty in towing the long streamers, but 
the continued warming of the oceans could pave a way for more extensive surveys in the 
future. 

An alternative for investigating sub-bottom geology is using high-resolution systems 
such as pingers, chirp sonars or parametric echo sounders, collectively called sub-bottom 
profilers. These systems use the same principles as seismic methods but utilize frequencies 
between the seismic and bathymetric sonar ranges (~500 Hz to ~20 kHz) and penetrates up 
to approximately 100 meters into the substratum, producing 2D images of the relatively 
soft sediment cover at a high-resolution. Unlike exploration seismics, sub-bottom profilers 
do not require long distances between the sound source and the receivers allowing them to 
be easily deployed or hull-mounted and are now used in most of the research vessels. This 
allows sub-bottom profilers to be utilized in many geological surveys, for the interpretation 
of paleo-environmental development, core correlation, and stratigraphic descriptions. They 
have also been used in glacial geomorphological studies to analyze and highlight 
glaciosedimentary processes (Maclachlan et al., 2010; García et al., 2012) or to corroborate 
the presence of glacial landforms together with MBES bathymetry and backscatter 
(Jakobsson et al., 2008; Dowdeswell et al., 2010b; Rebesco et al., 2011). 

Multibeam echo-sounder (MBES)  

MBES have significantly contributed to the present knowledge of submarine glacial 
geomorphology. Unlike its SBES counterpart, MBES transmit and receive sound pulses 
from commonly >200 fan-shaped beams (depending on the system) at varying angles, to 
cover a wide swath of the seafloor. This allows the collection of high quality and resolution 
bathymetric data over large seafloor areas (Hughes-Clarke et al., 1996; Vanneste et al., 
2006, 2012; Dowdeswell et al., 2006, 2008, 2010a; Anderson and Fretwell, 2008; 
Andreassen et al., 2008; Jakobsson et al., 2008, 2011; Maclean et al., 2010; Dunlop et al., 
2011). MBES systems use motion sensors and precise vessel attitude and positioning 
information coupled with sound speed measurements of the water column to compensate 
for the complicated beam geometry and transmission variations during data acquisition and 
post-processing (Foster et al., 2013). 
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 In addition, the MBES systems can be used in seafloor characterization because they 
also record  co-registered acoustic backscatter strength over wide swaths of the seafloor to 
map surficial seabed material properties (Dartnell and Gardner, 2004). The use of acoustic 
backscatter to characterize the seafloor was systematically studied as early as 1980s 
(Jackson et al., 1986; Moustier and Kleinrock, 1986). However, it was only in the last 
decade that its potential for large-scale seafloor characterization was being realized with 
the development of higher resolution MBES systems that allow the collection of 
bathymetry and co-registered backscatter data (Figure 2) (Brown and Blondel, 2009). The 
ability to collect additional surficial geomorphic information at a low cost makes MBES 
one of the most useful tools for submarine geomorphological studies and is utilized in 
studies to infer general sediment characteristics (Noormets et al., 2009; Dunlop et al., 
2010; García et al., 2012; Sacchetti et al., 2012a; Todd and Shaw, 2012; Hogan et al., 
2013).  

All the papers in this thesis utilize a combination of the approaches described in this 
section, together with satellite remote sensing data, to study high Arctic submarine glacial 
landscapes. Of these approaches, the MBES systems offer the best source of data to study 
seafloor morphology, while side-scan and seismic data or sub-bottom profilers are best 
used for seafloor and sub-seafloor characterization. The data generated by these 
approaches complement each other, except for SBES which collects similar, but less useful 
data, as MBES. Because of its limited coverage, SBES data is only useful where it is 
extremely densely measured, and MBES is lacking. Taking these points into consideration, 
this thesis uses data from all mentioned geophysical mapping tools to study high Arctic 
glacial landscapes.  

Furthermore, this thesis and its papers also make extensive use of available data from 
online repositories and from published works. The reason for this is twofold: the 
opportunities and tools available for data collection in the high Arctic are limited by 
logistic and financial constraints, and newly developed data processing and analysis 
algorithms enable new views on old data. These are also reasons that hopefully inspire 
researchers collecting data to share their datasets in online repositories. Recent 
developments in survey technology include new survey platforms (e.g. automated and 
unmanned surface and underwater vehicles, gliders, drones, and hyperspectral satellites) 
that yield higher temporal and spatial resolution datasets, better data processing approaches 
(Lurton and Lamarche, 2014; Wynn et al., 2014) and improvements in data sharing 
platforms. These developments have the potential to greatly increase the quality and 
quantity of collected data for underwater geomorphological studies. These new approaches 
are designed to collect, process, and produce higher spatial and temporal resolution data at 
a lower cost. 
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Figure 2. An illustration of the different map outputs derived from MBES namely (A) bathymetry, (B) slope (first order derivatives of bathymetry), and (C) backscatter. 
These figures show the variability of the data obtained by MBES that is used for characterization of seafloor features. D: quasi circular depressions, Ch: channels. Image from 
Paper I (Freire et al., 2015). 
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Part III. Glaciogenic landforms as proxy for understanding past ice sheet behavior 

Internal deformation within the ice causes the ice sheets to flow, and in some parts 
even stream thereby creating a frictional drag on the underlying basement rocks (Payne 
and Dongelmans, 1997). This inherent property of ice sheets makes them one of the most 
effective agents of modifying a landscape (Benn and Evans, 2010). The dynamic ice sheets 
erode, transport and deposit large volumes of sediments leaving behind glaciogenic 
landforms as remnants. Glacial landform features are broadly categorized as either 
erosional or depositional and each category includes examples that greatly vary in their 
forms and scale. The formation and morphology of erosional glacial landforms are 
primarily influenced by a combination of factors; the substratum type and its physical 
properties, characteristics of the eroding ice, duration of the glaciation and topographic 
settings (Sugden and John, 1976; Glasser and Bennett, 2004; Krabbendam and Glasser, 
2011). By contrast, glacial depositional landforms are usually characterized based on their 
lithology or provenance and are categorized according to their depositional environment 
(Benn and Evans, 2010). All these factors are considered in the interpretation of ice sheet 
properties from glacial geomorphology and geology, or the process of glacial inversion 
(Kleman and Borgström, 1996; Kleman et al., 2007).  

Over the last century, many studies have used glaciogenic landforms to understand 
past ice sheet behavior in terrestrial environments. However, studies of submarine 
glaciogenic landscapes escalated in the last 20 years with the advancement of marine 
sensor technology in the field of marine geophysics (Mayer, 2006; Jakobsson et al., 2008; 
Bingham et al., 2010). These studies have taken advantage of sonar technology to infer 
past ice flow patterns and conditions based on the seafloor morphology and structural 
information. Marine geophysics have been used to study many diverse features and 
processes in paleoglacial environments, including: the location of paleo-ice streams 
(Anderson and Fretwell, 2008; Maclean et al., 2010), past iceberg size and thickness 
(Kuijpers et al., 2007; Jakobsson et al., 2010), extent of glaciation (Evans et al., 2006; 
Graham et al., 2009; Dunlop et al., 2010), direction and speed of the ice flow (Dowdeswell 
et al., 2008; Graham et al., 2010; Winsborrow et al., 2010), and ice-sheet retreat dynamics 
(Dowdeswell et al., 2008; Jakobsson et al., 2012a). More detailed categorization of 
seafloor features involves classifying the landforms according to their shape in relation to 
the features location by differentiating landforms that are glacially streamlined, as opposed 
to transverse ridges or as deep elongated curvilinear-shaped channels. In such loose 
categorizations, glacially streamlined landforms such as lateral moraines, drumlins, and 
megascale glacial lineations (MSGL), are used to indicate the direction of the paleo-ice 
sheet flow (Clark, 1993; Stokes et al., 2011) and, depending on their size, the velocity of 
ice streams (Dowdeswell et al., 2008; Graham et al., 2010). Transverse features, such as 
end moraines and grounding zone wedges, have a more complex shape and formation 
process, which can be used to indicate the extent of the glaciation or style of ice-retreat 
(Nygård et al., 2004; Bradwell et al., 2008; Graham et al., 2009; Maclachlan et al., 2010; 
Winsborrow et al., 2010). Channel-like features such as meltwater channels and submarine 
gullies are interpreted to have been formed by subglacial and proglacial meltwater flow 
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(Howe et al., 2012) and linked to catastrophic meltwater floods (Jakobsson, 2008) and 
maximum ice extent (Wellner et al., 2001; Noormets et al., 2009). The studies mentioned 
above are not intending to review all submarine glaciogenic features and their 
interpretation, but merely provide a comprehensive insight into the variety of glacial 
seafloor features studied using marine geophysics. Table 1 enumerates all the glacial and 
glacially influence submarine landforms identified in this thesis and its accompanying 
publications. 

A general classification approach similar to those described above was used in this 
thesis and its accompanying papers, to map and categorize submarine landforms in the 
high Arctic region. Specifically, Paper I & II utilized a diverse dataset to characterize 
glaciogenic landforms from a wide range of spatial scales (i.e., meso to mega scale 
features) on the west Greenland margin. Inversion studies from the generated 
morphological maps were undertaken, which were then used to infer paleo-ice sheet 
behavior of the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS).  

 
Table 1. The glacial and glacially influenced landforms of the high Arctic mapped in this thesis 
and the accompanying publications. 

Landform Image Description Remarks 
Cross-shelf 
troughs (CST) 
 
Trough #11- west 
Greenland shelf 
 

 

Large scale bathymetric 
features that traverse the 
shelf from the inner shelf 
towards the edge where 
they can form sediment 
depocenters.  
 

A major diagnostic 
feature in identifying 
ice stream locations. 
Important for 
understanding ice 
sheet dynamics and 
modelling of mass 
loss. 

Meltwater 
channels 
 
Trough #10 - west 
Greenland shelf 
 
 

 

Features eroded into the 
bedrock found in the 
inner shelf. They range 
from small to large canals 
reaching up to >1000 m 
deep and 5 km wide in the 
west Greenland shelf. 
 

Indicate the location 
of sub-glacial 
drainage pathways of 
the paleo ice sheet 
and form as part of 
the onset zones for 
paleo-ice streams.   

Mega-scale 
glacial lineation 
(MSGL) 
 
Trough #19 west 
Greenland shelf 

 

A series of streamlined 
curvilinear ridges with 
lengths of several 
hundred meters to 
kilometers, and 
amplitudes of a few 
meters. Found in the main 
axis of CSTs. 
 

Indicates the flow 
direction of paleo-ice 
streams. 
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Landform Image Description Remarks 
Crag and tails 
 
Trough #12 - west 
Greenland shelf 
 
 

 

Tadpole-shaped erosional 
landforms that are formed 
by glacial erosion on 
rocks of unequal 
resistance.  

Indicative of speed 
and direction of ice 
flow. 

Moutonée type 
 
NW Greenland 
onset zone 
  

 

Erosional features with 
one side smoother sloping 
while the other is angular 
and irregular. 

Indicative direction 
of ice flow (irregular 
side is down-flow). 

Glacial troughs 
 
NW Greenland 
onset zone 
 

 

Large canyon-like 
depressions which can be 
hundreds of kilometers 
long and tens of 
kilometers wide and 
hundreds of meters deep. 
In crystalline bedrock 
they tend to have narrow, 
deep steep sided U-
shaped profiles. 

Indicative of 
prolonged ice flow. 

Quasi-circular 
rock basin 
depressions 
 
NW Greenland 
onset zone 
 

 

Erosional features that are 
likened to pot holes seen 
in exposed terrestrial 
bedrock but are bigger in 
size.  

Indicative of ice 
flow direction. 

Trough mouth 
fans (TMF) 
 
Trough #15 - west 
Greenland shelf 
 
 

 

Large scale, fan shaped 
protrusions located at the 
mouths of CST. Formed 
by accumulated sediments 
at the mouth of the 
trough. 

Indicate presence of 
paleo-ice streams. 
And chronological 
archives of 
paleoclimatic 
processes. 
 

Crag and 
tails 

TMF 
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Landform Image Description Remarks 
Gullies  
 
West Greenland 
continental slope 
 

 

Submarine valleys found 
in the continental slope 
formed by underflows of 
debris-rich meltwater 
from ice grounded at the 
shelf break. It can also be 
formed by the transport of 
unstable seabed sediment 
down steep slopes on 
their way from shallower 
to deeper areas. 

Indicate the extent of 
the ice margin and 
the basal thermal 
characteristic of the 
ice sheet. 

Iceberg 
ploughmarks 
 
West Greenland 
shelf  inter-trough 
areas  

 

These small to large scale 
features which are 
curvilinear, chaotically 
oriented, and overlapping 
incisions produced by 
movement of icebergs 
grounded on the seafloor.  

Indicative of iceberg 
drift patterns. 

Transverse 
ridges 
 
West Greenland 
shelf 

 

Depositional features that 
are formed parallel to the 
coast. Also called 
terminal ridges if found at 
the edge of the shelf. 

Indicates the extent 
of the ice glaciation; 
shape of the ridge 
would infer to the 
pattern of retreat. 

Lateral moraine 
ridge 
 
Trough #10 - west 
Greenland shelf 
 

 

Depositional features that 
are formed parallel to the 
lateral margin of CST.  

Mark the boundaries 
of the fast ice stream 
flow and pattern of 
ice retreat. 

Grounding zone 
wedges (GZW) 
 
Trough #13 - west 
Greenland shelf 
 

 

Depositional features 
oriented at right angles to 
the main trough axis with 
markedly lobate seaward 
edge. 
 

GZWs record still 
stands in grounding-
zone position during 
deglaciation, formed 
as active ice 
continues to deliver 
sediments to its 
margin. 
 
 

Lateral moraine 
ridge 

Transverse 
ridges 

Ploughmarks 

GZW 

Gully 
system 
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Landform Image Description Remarks 
Glacially 
molded 
lineations 
(GML) 
 
NW Greenland 
onset zone 
 

 

Are described as 
elongated protrusions on 
the bedrock which may 
reflect inherited bedrock 
structural features. 

GMLs are usually 
taken to indicate the 
flow direction of 
grounded ice sheets 
and in some cases 
can be used to 
indicate the relative 
speed of the ice 
flow. 
 

Lineament 
features 
 
NW Greenland 
onset zone 

 

 

Are defined in the thesis 
as surface expressions of 
structural features such as 
fractures and faults in the 
bedrock. 

Pre-glacial structures 
that is suggested to 
have been exploited 
by flowing ice. Does 
not necessarily 
indicate ice flow 
direction. 

Slide scarp 
 
West Svalbard 
Continental slope 
 

 

A steeper slope relative to 
surrounding slope 
gradients that was formed 
by downward movement 
of material moving as a 
coherent unit. 

Indicates the 
existence of a 
submarine slide 
event. 

Slide 
depositional 
lobe 
 
Molloy Hole 
basin 
 

 

Cone shaped sedimentary 
deposits formed usually at 
the base of the slide. 

Indicate the extent 
(runoff distance) of 
the submarine slide. 

 

West Greenland paleo-ice sheet behavior -- inversion from submarine glacial 
geomorphological record  

Papers I, II and III in this thesis followed the glacial inversion approach to map and 
analyze glacial geomorphological features along the previously glaciated Greenland 
continental margin. Although similar glacial inversion concepts were employed, the papers 
had different aims and scopes. Paper I and II utilized high-resolution datasets (<10 m) to 
map a confined area of approximately 30 km2 in the northwestern Greenland coast and 
shelf. Paper III produced a bathymetric compilation by collating all existing and newly 

GML 

Lineament 

Slide  
scarps 

Slide  
lobe 
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collected bathymetric data from the entire west Greenland continental margin. This study 
aimed to map glacial features covering an area of approximately 430,000 km2. Because of 
the difference in the spatial scale, a different set of glacial features were mapped, but a 
distinct and complementary set of glacial features were described between the two studies 
from overlapping geographic areas.  

One common outcome of the studies was that the geology and tectonic history of the 
west Greenland margin played important roles in constraining the behavior of the 
Greenland paleo-ice streams. This was evident in both the high-resolution (smaller area) 
and the lower resolution (continent-wide) dataset. Results from the geomorphological 
investigation using higher resolution bathymetric data (Paper I and II) showed that the 
meso-scale (10’s of m) glacial landform distribution reflect different lithology types in 
both the offshore and onshore landscapes. Correspondingly, the continent-wide study of 
the Greenland shelf (Paper III) revealed a clear correlation between the characteristics of 
the cross shelf troughs (i.e., shape and dimension) and their location in the west Greenland 
bedrock geology. It was also observed that the troughs over the Paleogene basalt basement 
did not have sharp lateral boundaries compared to the troughs located in the older 
Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary basins. In Paper III, it was found that anastomosing 
channel systems found in the inner shelf of most CSTs coalesce at the boundary between 
Precambrian bedrock and Mesozoic-Cenozoic sediment basins to form the main trunk of 
the CST. These findings suggest an important role of the underlying geology in 
determining the morphology of the CST and on the behavior of the paleo-ice streams that 
formed them. 

Furthermore, the three papers also point out the importance of tectonic and other pre-
glacial landscape features (e.g., faults and fractures) in determining the CST distribution 
and morphology. The western Greenland margin has undergone numerous rifting, tilting, 
and subsiding events during the Mesozoic-Cenozoic transition when it separated from 
Canada to form the present Labrador Sea and Baffin Bay, resulting in numerous fractures 
and faults in the bedrock (Chalmers and Pulvertaft, 2001). The breaks in the metamorphic 
bedrock served as conduits for meltwater or formed topographic lows and steered the flow 
of paleo-ice into these areas, hence subjecting them to even more erosion. This process 
leads to further deepening and formation of a channel system and eventually, these 
channels converge to form the larger CSTs (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3. Glacial geomorphological analysis of high-resolution offshore dataset from NW Greenland showing faults, fractures and high slope scarps formed during the 
seafloor spreading activities in the Mesozoic-Cenozoic. Some of these features were exploited by flowing ice to produce deeper channels and elongated landforms that 
follows the direction of the main ice flow (arrow in the inset). Preglacial elongated bedforms, (green line) are streamlined features that does not conform to the direction of 
the proposed paleo-ice flow (blue arrow) indicated by the direction of the interpreted MSGL and glacially molded landforms. 
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 Another conclusion from Paper III is that the paleo-GrIS was highly dynamic. This 
is evidenced by the large number of CST (seven more than previously identified), which 
were formed by paleo-ice streams. Paleo-ice streams are fast flowing ice that presently 
drains more than 80% of ice export from the ice sheets to the oceans (Bamber et al., 2000), 
leaving behind prominent, transverse depressions on the previously glaciated continental 
margins. Detailed geomorphological analyses of the identified CSTs reveal several cases of 
paleo-ice stream flow switching, (Figure 4 and other examples in Paper II). Changes in the 
morphometric parameters from adjacent troughs are interpreted to be caused by a change 
in the ice stream flow direction and/or velocity, which probably occurred over more than 
one glacial cycle. Furthermore, we also note the presence of overprinted (buried) troughs 
that indicates ice stream flow cessation. Because ice streams dominate the drainage of 
continental ice sheets, ice stream flow behavior is a key component in understanding ice 
sheet mass balance and make better predictions of future sea level change. Other, more 
specific findings are provided in detailed summaries of each paper below. 

 

 
Figure 4. Top view of bathymetry (left) and bathymetric profiles (right) from the new compilation, showing 
an instance of paleo-ice stream flow switching in west Greenland. The northernmost trough has an uneven 
profile (A-A’) of the main channel, suggested to indicate a gradual change in the direction of the ice 
streaming southwards. The middle trough, with its U-shaped profile is a typical trough profile (B-B’), 
indicating consistent flow over the ice stream duration. The southernmost trough have a flat main channel 
profile (C-C’), which indicates preserved pelagic sediments and thus prolonged absence of flow (Image from 
Paper III).  
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Paper I summary – High-resolution mapping of offshore and onshore 
glaciogenic landforms [Freire et al., 2015] 

A high-resolution mapping campaign was conducted along the northwestern 
Greenland margin (~74o N) in an area where little information is available on the 
geomorphology of the sea floor (Figure 1). The offshore mapping utilized an EM2040 
MBES that was bow-mounted aboard the sailboat Explorer of Sweden and used in 
conjunction with an interferometric multibeam and side scan sonar mounted on an AUV to 
collect bathymetric data at 5 m resolution. Onshore glacial landforms were studied using a 
satellite-derived digital elevation model (DEM) gridded at 10 m resolution and aided by 
interpretation of higher resolution satellite images (QuickBird and IKONOS) of the study 
area. The offshore and onshore areas were similar in size and are located 10’s of km from 
each other.  

Results from both the onshore and offshore sites revealed an areally scoured bedrock 
dominated landscape with a glacially modified cnoc-and-lochan morphology on the inner 
shelf and the nearby exposed coast. Different meso-scale landforms of glacial origin, 
including u-shaped troughs, streamlined features, and roche moutonée-type features, often 
associated with stoss and lee-side forms, were identified and mapped for both areas and 
used in forming the basis for our interpretation of the paleo-glacial environment. The main 
conclusions of the study were the following: 1) a difference between the offshore and 
onshore landform patterns in the study areas was observed as a less pronounced glacial 
morphology onshore. The onshore landforms are dominated by larger, irregular-shaped 
rock basin depressions, show indistinct fracture valleys), and have larger elevation 
differences compared to those in the offshore environment. This difference was interpreted 
to be caused by the exposure to weathering processes over a longer time compared to the 
offshore environment, which has been preserved by the overlying water mass (Figure 5). 2) 
Pre-glacial tectonic and lithological structures are suggested to most likely serve as 
important control factors on the erosion potential for the glacial processes associated with 
the observed geomorphological features in both the onshore and offshore landscapes 
(Figure 3). 3) Spatial variations in landform patterns over the study area were observed 
which we interpret to be caused by differences in bedrock lithology. This difference was 
most distinct between the northern and southern parts of the offshore survey area. 4) The 
bedrock-dominated appearance of the seafloor was proposed to be the result of glacial 
erosion and present-day absence of sediment settling due to transport by the relatively 
strong West Greenland Current in combination with limited sediment supply. It is thought 
that long sea ice-cover seasons, iceberg scouring, and the possibility of melt water out-flow 
during deglaciations prevented the accumulation of sediments there, and thus were 
significant factors in preserving the bedrock-dominated landscape. 5) The distribution and 
orientation of the landforms in the offshore part indicated that the ice movement was 
toward the NW, which is in the direction of the largest CST in west Greenland, the 
Melville Trough. A set of rugged features further indicate that the mapped area acted as a 
tributary or onset region for the Melville Bay Trough ice stream.  
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Figure 5. Results from the geomorphological analysis of both onshore and offshore landscapes highlighting 
the differences in the type and morphology of glacial landforms. Inset (E) shows high-resolution 
interferometric side-scan data revealing iceberg ploughmarks. The annotations in the figure refer to figure 
numbers in Paper I (image from Freire et al., 2015). 
 

Paper II summary – Glacial landforms in a hard bedrock terrain, in Melville 
Bay off northwestern Greenland [Gyllencreutz et al., 2015] 

Paper II is similar in scope and content with paper I, and is a contribution to the 
forthcoming Atlas of Submarine Glacial Landforms, which will be published as Geological 
Society of London Memoir 46 in late 2016 (the paper is accepted for publication). Because 
the atlas should cover a large number of contributions from a wide variety of glacial 
settings and locations, the prescribed format was brief and focused around visualizations of 
the sea floor morphology.  

This paper is the first published geomorphological investigation to show the cnoc-
and-lochan landscape in this part of northwestern Greenland shelf. It also served as the 
precursor to more detailed studies done on the west Greenland shelf (i.e., Paper I and III). 
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 Paper III Summary - Paleo-ice stream behavior inferred from cross-shelf 
troughs and trough mouth fans along the west Greenland continental 
margin [Freire et al., submitted] 

Paper III investigated large scale features (102-103’s of m) for the entire west 
Greenland continental margin. This paper had two main objectives: 1) to compile all 
available bathymetric data sets and create a high-resolution digital bathymetric model 
(DBM) that allows more detailed geomorphologic analysis than existing datasets; and 2) to 
use the new DBM together with other geophysical datasets, to identify, map and discuss 
glaciogenic landforms and their formation processes on an ice sheet scale. This 
compilation builds upon existing bathymetric information by adding datasets that were not 
included in IBCAO, recently updated, and newly collected data from different systems and 
platforms. This includes data collected by SBES, seismic profiling, interferometric side-
scan and MBES surveys. The different datasets were first plotted using Caris BaseEditor 
software to flag bad soundings. It was then converted into xyz format for export into 
ArcGIS software for final interpolation and gridding (Figure 6). More than 200 million 
depth soundings were used in the gridding process to produce the new bathymetric model 
at 200 x 200 m resolution that covered the entire west Greenland shelf. The new 
bathymetric map was processed further using the Benthic Terrain Modeler (Wright et al., 
2012) to extract second order bathymetric derivatives which are used to aid the 
interpretation. The new compilation allowed identification and delineation of extensive 
gullies in the continental slope and extensive channels on the inner shelf, which were not 
distinctly seen in the existing dataset.  

The mapping of glacial features resulted in the identification and characterization of 
at least 20 cross-shelf troughs, which is seven more than previously identified, in the west 
Greenland margin. Although the troughs are of different shapes and sizes, they all possess 
a highly convergent flow pattern with clearly defined lateral margins and areas of onset 
zones. The onset zones contain a network of tributary channels that converges into the 
main trough axis which, in turn, to the edge of the shelf (Figure 7).  

The results show that the CST distribution is most likely attributed to topographic 
forcing, and tectonic and pre-glacial structures probably make an important constraint to 
their distribution. Paper II also discusses the possible factors that lead to the variations in 
the shapes and sizes of the troughs, where the role of the underlying geology was 
emphasized in determining the final shape and dimension of the troughs. Detailed 
morphologic investigations also reveal buried troughs, which contain indistinct trough 
morphology (except for their outline), and a large sediment depo-center without landforms 
to indicate its delivery pathways. These features are interpreted to be the result of a change 
in the magnitude and direction of the paleo-ice streams within one or more glacial cycles. 
This interpretation supports our view that the west Greenland paleo-ice streams were 
highly dynamic. Another observation in Paper II is the absence of trough mouth fans off 
the edge of the CSTs in the southern part of west Greenland. There, we find instead 
submarine features interpreted as remnants of mass wasting events, which we mapped and 
characterized. The topographic nature of the southern troughs, (i.e., the small width of the 
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shelf and the relatively steep continental slope towards a deep basin), is suggested to be the 
main reasons for the mass wasting from this area.  

 
Figure 6. Data sources for the new bathymetric compilation of the west Greenland margin. This compilation 
consisted of newly collected data (MBES Vega 2013 and Petermann 2015), data from online repositories 
(MBES Marian and Knorr and SBES Fisheries data), newly updated data (SBES Olex data) that were added 
to the existing compilation (interpolated IBCAO 2012).  
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We have also mapped an extensive suite of gully systems in this part of the 
Greenland shelf. Gully systems found along the continental slope in Antarctica have been 
interpreted to be formed by the incision of sediment laden sub-glacial meltwater expelled 
at the shelf break from beneath the ice margin into the continental slope (Noormets et al., 
2009). Finally, Paper III discusses the glaciation extents on the shelf, and proposes that 
grounded ice reached the edge of the continental shelf based on the presence of the gully 
system and trough mouth fans at the continental slope margins. It is also suggested that the 
last deglaciation was most likely episodic in nature based on the identified grounding zone 
wedges and transverse ridges.  

 

 
Figure 7. General description of west Greenland’s CSTs morphology showing its main parts. The upper 
images show profile views while bottom images show the top view. Left panel shows sketches explaining the 
terminology used in Paper III, while the right panel shows examples from geophysical data (upper – seismic 
profile; lower – bathymetric visualization). (Seismic profile modified from Nielsen et al., (2005)) 
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Part IV. Glacial landscapes and their significance 

The landscapes produced from glacial processes provide unique habitats for certain 
organisms and contain valuable materials and minerals. Glacial landscapes, particularly 
those that are formed by sediment deposition, can also potentially cause damage because of 
their instability. In this section, Paper IV is summarized, using the same geomorphological 
mapping approach as the other Papers, but focus more on practical application associated 
with glacial landscapes. More specifically, this section and its corresponding paper address 
aspects of high Arctic glacial landscapes, namely the potential geohazardous impact of 
unstable seafloor features that was created by paleo-glacial processes.  

The repeated expansion and contraction of ice sheets over glacial cycles in the high 
Arctic environments resulted in the erosion of large volumes of terrigenous materials, 
which are delivered to the continental shelves and slopes. However, too much sediment 
load on the slope eventually leads to mass-wasting or transfer of material from the margins 
to the ocean basin. In many studies, mass wasting is suggested to be triggered by a large 
seismic event that acted on unstable slopes (Laberg and Vorren, 2000; Lindberg et al., 
2004; Freire et al., 2014). Submarine mass wasting events can cause damage to man-made 
structures within the immediate vicinity, or even on far away coastlines by creating 
tsunamis. Studying the nature of previous mass wasting events allows a better 
understanding of the mechanisms that govern their formation and could help us prepare for 
future, potentially disastrous events. 

 Studies of submarine mass wasting events are undertaken by examining 
geomorphological records in slope areas. Paper IV of this thesis examines submarine 
landforms in the deepest area of the Arctic, the Molloy Hole, and identifies the features 
that we interpret to be remnants of a mass wasting event. A review of submarine mass 
wasting studies show that a considerable number of these submarine features are located 
along the high-latitude continental margins, which is explained by glacial depositional 
processes (Elverhøi et al., 2002; Evans et al., 2005). The largest of these mass wasting 
events is the well-known Storegga Slide complex (Bugge et al., 1987) that has been to be 
linked to climate change by the release of large amounts of methane from destabilized 
clathrates in the early Holocene (Beget and Addison, 2007). In studies of mass wasting 
features, morphological elements commonly identified with slide scars are usually mapped 
and used in the interpretation of the slide event (Laberg et al., 2013) and are used to 
determine not only its causes but also its consequences. Studies that characterize 
geomorphological features of mass wasting events in glacial environment have been able 
to reveal past glacial conditions (Vanneste et al., 2006; Hogan et al., 2013), reconstruct and 
predict future tsunamigenic conditions (Harbitz et al., 2006; Berndt et al., 2009), determine 
climate-changing effects from the release of huge quantities of methane gas (Maslin et al., 
2004; Beget and Addison, 2007; Paull et al., 2007), and identify its potential destructive 
effect to offshore construction and resource exploration activities. Paper IV discusses past 
glacial condition that resulted in the formation of mass wasting event and the possibility of 
future mass wasting events to occur based on the present physiographic and geologic 
configuration of the study area. 
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Paper IV Summary - Acoustic evidence of a submarine slide in the deepest part 
of the Arctic, the Molloy Hole [Freire et al., 2014] 

Paper IV examines submarine landforms partly created by a mass-wasting event in 
the deepest part of the Arctic Ocean, the Molloy Hole. The study uses several geophysical 
mapping systems from different scientific expeditions to identify and characterize the 
submarine features. The compilation of a high-resolution digital bathymetric model 
combined with other geophysical data from sub-bottom profiles and backscatter analysis 
allowed geomorphologic mapping of the Molloy Hole environment. The Molloy Hole area 
has a complex geological setting where interactions between tectonic and glacial processes 
have produced a highly rugged terrain and unstable sedimentary environment. Here, in the 
western Svalbard continental margin, the paper identified prominent features of a deep 
submarine mass-wasting event, which we termed the Molloy Slide. A more recent study by 
Elger et al., (2015) of an adjacent, shallower area found similar mass wasting features that 
we described in the Molloy Slide (Figure 8). The authors of the study emphasized the role 
of gas hydrates as a likely contributory factor to the instability of the area based on their 
analysis of seismic data. However, in the case of the Molloy Slide, this is unlikely because 
of the great depth of the slide location.  

The Molloy Slide is different compared to other submarine slides along the 
northeastern Atlantic margin because of its unique, steep topography that results in a short 
slide run-off distance but at a great vertical distance. It is the second identified submarine 
slide in very high latitudes of the northeastern Atlantic and the first for the western 
Svalbard continental shelf where thick glacial sediment deposits with considerable gas 
hydrates deposits have been identified. The paper discusses possible processes/mechanisms 
that might have caused the submarine slide and potential geohazards of the study area.  

The study also shows the practical application of using acoustic characterization to 
study geomorphological features in the polar oceans and with emphasis on the compilation 
and morphologic analysis of the high-resolution bathymetry and the sub-bottom profile 
data. This was, to our knowledge, also the first use of automated sediment characterization 
algorithms to analyze submarine glacial features in the high Arctic environment. Although 
the sediment characterization process produced somewhat useful results, only crude 
general patterns could be established most probably because of the deep and rugose nature 
of the study area. 
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Figure 8. Result of the geomorphological analysis of the Molloy Slide (A) showing the location and the 
features of the identified slide. Features identified in the upper right part of the image are slide scars 
(headwalls) of another slide identified by Elger et al., (2015), who proposed fluid migration as a possible 
cause of the slide events based on the interpreted seismic profile (B). Seismic profile modified from Elger et 
al., (2015). 
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Part V. Future directions 

The findings from the accompanying papers in this thesis represent some of the first 
glacial geomorphological studies from this part of the high Arctic. These results are the 
product of a comprehensive compilation of available datasets, which provided the basis for 
a more detailed mapping of glaciogenic features in the study areas. The findings obtained 
from these studies contribute to a better understanding of the past glacial environment in 
the high Arctic particularly in the providing new information about paleo-ice stream 
characteristics and glacially-derived mass wasting events. More work remains, including 
further improvements of the findings presented in this thesis. These are areas where future 
efforts should be undertaken to improve the outputs from this study. The remainder of this 
section is used to discuss these aspects. 

Utilization of other datasets to improve ice reconstruction studies  

Current technology advancement has made available a wide choice of remotely 
sensed data that can be used for glacial geomorphology, which have not been utilized fully 
in the papers of this thesis. These include high-resolution onshore topographic data (Noh 
and Howat, 2015) and the use of satellite derived bathymetry (SDB) to collect data from 
shallow areas which are difficult to survey using traditional methods (Pe’eri et al., 2014). 
These datasets became available during the thesis work but their uses were not pursued to 
their full potential because of limited time and resources. However, utilizing these datasets 
would help fill in data gaps (especially in shallow areas) and improve the digital 
bathymetric models. 

The reconstruction of paleo-ice behavior in this thesis needs to be supported and 
constrained further by more precise concrete chronological information from sediment 
stratigraphic analysis. Integration of chronological data into geomorphology-based 
inversion models can provide information on the constraints of deglaciation after the Last 
Glacial Maximum and on a more holistic level, increase our understanding of glacial 
evolution through a full glacial cycle (Kleman et al., 2007). The studies in this thesis cover 
only geophysical data sets and chronological information of many of the features identified 
in the studies are unfortunately not available. However, recent expeditions this year 
covering our study areas by other institutes have collected such information. Future studies 
could capitalize on sediment dating, particularly from the identified CSTs, and link this 
with the findings from geomorphological analyses. 

The effect of changing climate on shelf processes  

The high Arctic environment is recognized as one of the most sensitive environments 
to the changing, warmer climate (Jakobsson et al., 2014b). A warmer Arctic will likely 
result in the receding of glaciers around Greenland, cause a rise in the sea level, and affect 
annual shifts of sea ice cover. One area of interest is the effect of a warmer climate to the 
stability of glaciogenic sediments found along the shelves. During the survey of the west 
Greenland shelf in 2015, we observed gas bubbles in water column, which could indicate 
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presence of gas hydrates in the sediments. Gas hydrates are sensitive to a warming climate 
where they change state and can cause instability of the sediments (Maslin et al., 2010). 
The geohazard potential of this process along the west Greenland margin is not studied 
comprehensively.  

Development of new approaches to collecting and handling high Arctic data  

Mapping and data collection in the high Arctic is difficult and expensive, and the need to 
understand the changes in the Arctic is increasingly important with continuing global 
warming. The combination of new technological approaches can aid us in this effort. 

The latest developments in geophysical mapping approaches have now made it 
possible to collect geophysical data in areas that are difficult to survey using traditional 
mapping approaches over a longer, continuous time scale (e.g., underneath ice shelves). 
These technologies, such as autonomous underwater and surface vehicles and gliders, 
together with improvements in remote sensing technology (i.e., higher resolution, 
multispectral satellite sensors) also have the capability to collect high-resolution temporal 
and spatial information at a lower cost than what has been previously available. In 
addition, recent improvements in data processing techniques particularly in fields of 
bottom detection, midwater and backscatter processing algorithms could provide more 
information of the high arctic submarine landscapes and lead to the extraction of additional 
information from existing datasets. These developments also significantly increase the 
amounts of gathered data, which highlights the necessity for new approaches in big data 
analytics to automate most of the analyses.  
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Part VI. Conclusions 

The major focus of the papers included in this thesis was to undertake geophysical 
mapping of different areas in the high Arctic. This included the collection, retrieval, 
collation, processing and analysis of high Arctic submarine geophysical datasets. These 
activities resulted in the production of a new set of geomorphological and geological maps, 
which were used for paleoglaciological interpretation, and to investigate the geohazard 
potential and biological implications of glaciogenic landforms in some of the least studied 
areas in the Arctic.  

The work in this thesis including the accompanying papers comprise 1) new high-
resolution bathymetric compilations for the west Greenland shelf and the Molloy Hole, 2) 
Analysis of various glacial and geological factors that constrain the submarine glacial 
morphology along the west Greenland continental margin, 3) Investigation and 
interpretation of mass transfer deposits along parts of the high Arctic margin. These efforts 
have reached these main conclusions: 

1) The underlying geology is an important control on the CST dimensions in western 
Greenland. This is likely due to the influence of underlying geology to the frictional 
resistance of the ice flow over the basement rock. Our observations show that ice 
streaming in areas with basaltic bed-types cause minimal over-deepening of the main 
trunk of the trough, which also has weaker lateral boundaries allowing the ice stream to 
shift flow direction more easily. CST on the Cenozoic-Mesozoic sedimentary basins 
indicates stronger eroding, more focused paleo-ice streams. 

2) Bedrock lithology has an important part in controlling the location of the head-to-trough 
transition in CSTs of western Greenland. The areas where the head’s network of 
channels converges to form the main trunk of the trough are located on the boundary 
from crystalline to sedimentary bedrock. These areas are also marked by distinct over-
deepenings.  

3) Preglacial conditions such as faults/fractures and lithological properties of the basement 
rocks in western Greenland served as an important control on the erosional potential of 
the glacial processes, particularly on a local scale. Faults and fractures have led to the 
topographic steering of the ice flow, which in turn caused further excavation and 
erosion of the bed. This is supported by the correlation of glacial morphological features 
with lithological differences.  

4) The occurrence of trough mouth fans is suggested to be controlled mainly by shelf 
width, which governs the glacial flow length along available sediment sources. It is also 
controlled by the continental slope steepness, which may be too steep for sediment fans 
to accumulate, or may cause slope failure which eventually transports the sediments to 
the deep basin. 

5) The maximum ice extent in west Greenland extended towards the shelf edge. 
Geomorphological evidence of ice margin standstills and slow retreat (grounding zone 
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wedges and transverse moraines) in some areas reveal a multi-stage deglaciation 
process.  

6) The view of a highly dynamic paleo-Greenland ice sheet is supported by the presence of 
a large number of CSTs which hosted ice streams, and evidence of ice stream flow-
switching throughout one or several glaciations. 

7) The influence of glacial sedimentary processes extends into the deepest areas of the 
Arctic Ocean. A submarine landslide, here termed the Molloy Slide, has been described 
in the Molloy Hole in the Davis Strait between Greenland and Svalbard. This slide was 
likely caused by massive glacial sediment deposition along the west Svalbard margin. 
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